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Gwyn Hyman Rubio's Icy Sparks is the story of a young girl's coming of 
age in Eastern Kentucky. Like any child, Icy has considerable searching 
to do in order to discover a self that she can live with. In her case, the 
search is made all the more difficult by Tourette' s Syndrome, a nervous 
disorder which results in uncontrollable twitches, jerks, croaks, and 
occasional foul-mouthed ravings. 
Though her mother died in childbed and her father was stung to 
death by bees four years later, we meet Icy in an Appalachian pastoral. 
She lives an apparently idyllic life under the care of Matanni and 
Patanni, her watchful, even doting, grandparents. Too, the girl's 
natural gifts abound: a brilliant mind, a stunning imagination, hair that 
shines like goldenrod, and, as we learn near the book's end, an angelic 
voice. All goes well until the morning of her tenth birthday. 
The family is sitting at breakfast when Icy's eyes begin to itch: 
I covered my face with my palms and 
inhaled deeply, hoping that the itchiness 
and tightness would go away; but 
instead I felt my eyelids, rolling up 
further like shades snapping open, and 
my eyeballs, rolling back like two turtles 
ducking inside their shells, and the space 
inside my head getting smaller and 
smaller until only a few thoughts could 
fit inside .... I threw back my head and 
cried, 'Baby Jesus, Sweet Jesus! 
But that was only the beginning: 
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I was now no longer Icy Sparks from 
Poplar Holler. . . I was now a little girl 
who had to keep all of her compulsions 
inside. Whenever it became too much ... 
I'd offer to get Matanni a jar of green 
beans from the root cellar . . . and once 
inside, I'd close the wooden planked 
door and let loose. Every blink that had 
been stored up spilled forth. Every jerk 
that had been contained leaped out. For 
ten minutes I'd contort until the anxiety 
was all spent. Then I'd climb up on the 
footstool and grab the Mason jar. 
In a story of psychological struggle, told from the protagonist's 
point of view, she is naturally the focus. But Rubio also creates an 
intriguing cast of secondary characters, most of whom either cause the 
stress which brings about Icy's fits or give her the support she needs. 
In the first category, the most acutely developed antagonist is Mrs. 
Stilton. After the summer onset of Icy's disorder, the beginning of 
school brings new trauma, trauma made all the worse by the 
calculating sadism of the deftly drawn fourth grade teacher. She 
perceives that Icy is bright, threateningly bright-and that she has a 
weakness. Immediately Mrs. Stilton makes Icy the psychological 
whipping girl for the class, salting her wounds so well that Icy must 
eventually be removed from the classroom. In the positive category, 
the good-hearted (if somewhat dull) principal, Mr. Wooten, allows Icy 
to study alone in the storage room, where she can do her lessons in 
peace. More importantly, she discovers there that by ordering the 
material world to her own scheme, she can begin to control her fits. 
The respite is short, however: Icy explodes when Mr. Wooten 
complains about the shelves. 
After this particularly vile fit, Icy finds herself in Bluegrass State 
Hospital, a residential psychiatric facility. Here too, Rubio presents one 
character who exacerbates Icy's condition and another who gives 
hopeful support. Wilma, a vile nurse's aide, displays an ugliness of 
body and soul; like Miss Stilton, she works the wounds of the hurting 
people around her, including Icy. Her opposite number is Maiz)" a 
beautiful and empathetic young aide who supports and encourages Icy, 
at least to the best of her light. Although the psychiatric care falls short 
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of accurate diagnosis, the resident physician is able to teach Icy a 
handful of stress-relieving techniques to use when the fits come upon 
her. She must then return to the world outside, where her troubles 
continue and her isolation threatens to become even more complete. 
Her salvation comes by way of Miss Emily, whose mentoring 
relationship with Icy is one of the story's most touching elements. By 
trade, Miss Emily runs the local seed store. But readers immediately 
recognize that she is extremely wellread (having been educated at 
Berea), deeply devoted to Icy, and, most importantly, sensitive to the 
needs of other people who don't quite fit in. Her own burden is her 
extreme obesity, and she aches beneath the blanket of ridicule and 
exclusion it brings. Alienated as these two are, both are ultimately 
swept from their isolation into a human community by a religious 
experience, an experience which Rubio portrays with skill and dignity. 
In a book that develops a pattern of truth and falsity, of what seems to 
be and what is, it is appropriate that faith would play a central role in 
the climax and denouement. And to the author's credit, she realis-
tically-and without a hint of sectarianism-discovers in her characters 
the salvific role of mountain religion. 
My primary complaint with the book is the occasional inconsistency 
in Rubio's use of speech patterns, a problem which creates a somewhat 
shaky sense of the point of view. For example, in the Prologue, Icy's 
grandfather, Patanni, speaks in a highly stylized, textually influenced 
syntax:" ... Startled, your daddy jerked the steering wheel to the right 
and swerved into a covey of quail feeding in the grass. The car 
slammed to a stop." But a few pages into the novel, he speaks in a 
much different idiom: "I been hankering for a mess of greens." The 
result, aside from the obvious jarringness, is that it is difficult to discern 
if our fictional world is being crafted through the the eyes of the child 
Icy or through the carefully constructed memories of an adult. If the 
latter, it is easier to accept the inconsistencies of the dialect-we could, 
after all, be reading a mix of fictive memory and interpretation, 
something along the lines of Quentin Compson' s retellings of his 
father's conceited harangues. But if that is the case, there seems to be no 
reason not to inform the reader that Icy has Tourette' s Syndrome, a fact 
made known only in the Epilogue. Such a key withholding does not, it 
seems to me, do anything to progress the plot; on the contrary, it forces 
the reader, for no apparent reason, to speculate throughout about the 
nature of Icy's problem: is it physical? psychological? spiritual? 
That complaint registered, I must add that the problem eventually 
falls away. Whether through better focus in the text itself or because of 
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our increasing engagement in the act of reading, the point of view 
apparently ceases to quaver after the first hour or two of reading. As 
Aristotle has stated, "Our judgments when we are pleased and friendly 
are not the same as when we are pained and hostile." And to be sure, 
after fifty pages with Icy, we are friendly with her and pleased with 
Rubio for creating her. 
Ultimately, the portrait is a compelling one. We are given, in Icy's 
own words, the story of a girl who grew "to see the world through 
hope-filled eyes. Though hope did not come easy." And so Icy's rite of 
passage is, at last, the story of a girl who earns the right to hope, earns 
it through her own determination, through her love for her friends and 
family, and through her faith in a universe that is itself, in some 
troubled way, impure but good. 
-William Jolliff 
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